CURIOUS MUSEUMS FOR CURIOUS MINDS

BEN E. CLEMENT MINERAL MUSEUM - MARION, KENTUCKY
NOW, WHY IS THERE A MUSEUM
ABOUT...THE MINERAL FLOURITE?

"Bird in Flight"

The Ben E. Clement
Mineral Museum is a
mineral museum with a
very distinctive focus –
the mineral fluorite.
I’ve visited many
mineral and geologyfocused collections, but
there are objects in this
collection that I have
never seen before.
Fluorite was originally a
waste product of the
mining process. Then it
was discovered that it
lowered the melting
temperature of iron to
remove impurities (flux)
during smelting.
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Ben Clement
recognized the beauty
in the unique, cubic
structure and variety of
colors found in
fluorspar. His expertise
and connections
allowed him to collect
truly unique and
stunning examples of
this mineral. Some
weigh hundreds of
pounds while others fit
into the palm of your
hand; some may be
damaged or broken on
the outside but reveal
inner beauty. Each
object in the collection
is a rare specimen in
the mineral world, and
also carries a unique
acquisition or personal
family backstory.

MUST SEE
Bird in Flight (left)
Gorgeous, black fluorite
specimen unique for two
reasons: its shape looks like a
black bird in flight, and the
fact that it’s known as a
“floater”. If you visit, look
underneath the “bird” – you’ll
see the same cubic shapes
all over the bottom as you
find on the top. That means
the fluorite cubes formed on
a softer surface, which then
wore away without
damaging the cubic shapes.
Very rare to find this type of
specimen whole and
undamaged. This is one of
my favorite pieces at the
museum.

Photography Collection
Look for the photographs
covering the 1926 Hudson
Mine collapse and rescue
operation. All the miners
survived, but it required a
huge local and national
effort. Murphy's Law tried to
defeat them many times, but
the fortitude and persistence
of the community prevailed.
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CARVED COLLECTIONS

Wild Carvings

Fluorite is so soft that it can
be carved, but is too soft to
be worn as jewelry. Two
carved collections are
showcased at the museum the George Wild Family (far
left) and Squire Riley
(below). Both feature
carved animals with
incredibly expressive faces.
Lean in close to see the file
marks used to create the
animal's fur.
Riley Carving

BEAUTY FROM WITHIN
Stepping into a darkened
room filled with “slab” or
cross-sections of fluorite lit
from below highlights the
beautiful internal patterns
showing how the cube
structure forms. Similar to
tree rings, you can actually
see the cube rings in the
cross-sections showing how
the crystal grew.

Want a cool fact to drop
at your next party?
Crystals are the only
inorganic object that
grows. Boom.

GLOW-IN-THE-DARK
ROCKS
With the room lights on, it just
looks like a normal wall of
ignoble rocks. But turn off the
fluorescent lights and magic
happens – a wall full of glow-inthe-dark rocks! if you happen to
be traveling with kids, ask them,
“Can you find Nemo?” (also fun
for adults!)
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